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Have you got locs? You then need this publication! i domt really like how cheap ot feels and looks
on the inside It's great! I started my own locs almost 24 months ago, and it had been
recommended to me. i domt really like how cheap ot feels and looks on the Its ok. If you are
entertaining the idea of doing your own locs, I must say i do motivate you to understand this
reserve.. Great reference book.We don't think this publication is exclusively for DIY loc'ers..
Certainly a worthy purchase!It's also for those who either want to learn how to look after their
hair, or want to changeover to maintaining their own locks. An Absolute Treasure Trove of
Information regarding Locking! Without a doubt, this book is the reason why I haven't combed
out my locs and began over. The information in this book is amazing, but I find the business of
the information to be a bit difficult to check out especially regarding maintenance I would never
have imagined creating a leave in concoction which includes brewed Chamomile Tea, but my
hair is loving it! Purchase this reserve. It's very educational, and I am always consulting it when
I've a loc problem. This is a lot more than I EVER thought I'd find out about growing and keeping
locs in a single place. I'm so happy I purchased this book.. I feel not only more informed about
my very own locks..!! I started locking my hair a little over a year ago and have been maintaining
my locks myself thusfar. Everything's going alright, but I needed to know even more about
keeping my locs relatively uniform while preventing loads of fuzz and scraggly bits poking right
out of the shafts of every loc. With this book, I've learned a lot more! M. The information in this
book is amazing, but I find the business of the information . There's just so very much here! The
sheer quantity of details in this book.. Personally i think like I possibly could help other people
along their hair journeys as well..!! Very technical, but thorough. Lots of intense study of natural
with outstanding explanations.! It'll probably even save money and time, because you won't
make the same stupid errors that I made in my first year. impressed i bought this last spring and
low and behold after reading entrance to back july 2012 i actually started locks and i still have
them six months later.we tried most of the recommendations and products and most worked
very well.and so much information about product articles and how it creates your hair thrive or
die. This book details every way for beginning locs, how to maintain them and the advantages
and disadvantages. Highly recommended!i carried it everywhere for approximately 3 months
,produced lists of what not to buy for locks or skin and shared what i learned with other family
members memebers.and i am extra glad i did.THANKS M Michele GEORGE for posting . It
explains how exactly to maintain locs after you have them, which was equally as useful.and the
the majority of the recommendations also worked on my daughter with relaxed hair as well.
Great resource!! Other than that and despite not having many locking journeys recounted, this is
an excellent book and reference and I would recommend it for specialists and anyone who
would like to lock their locks or whose hair has already been locked and they finally want to
understand what all those lumps and bumps and frizz had been about because they journeyed.!
I've began my journey a month . 5 after purchasing this publication and it's helped me up to now
and I understand it can help me so much in my loc journey. I needed to purchase the science of
dark locks but felt it had been too scientific and just catered to loose naturals. This book fully
caters to ppl loc'd and thinking of locking. This book has helped me arrive a long way repairing
my loc imperfections. Natural Hair Lives! I've shared it with 2 other family members..you will not
regret it!!!!! THE HOLY GRAIL OF LOCKING BOOKS!!!!com. If you are thinking about information
delivered in an easy to comprehend format this reserve is for YOU, in case you are a loctitian
who frequently finds yourself baffled to describe the dreading or locking process--this
publication is for you personally.jeez!.if you are thinking about locking and want to know your
options this publication is for you personally.. It will be more than worthy of the cost.. I have



recommended this book many times and also have a library dedicated to natural hair, this
reserve is almost definitive, but as I told many people about a lot more topics, it is lacking in
personal tales which are always helpful. This book is a wonderful reference book to all things
loc'd! Very Helpful Book! This book may be the bomb. Not totally what I wanted, but gained more
of an appreciation for organic hair. This book is excellent for anybody looking for tips on how to
start locs and it has great natural DIY recipes for hair shampoos/conditioners/daily use sprays. In
addition, it helps you determine your locks type and explains which techniques will work best
with each locks type.i will never give this reserve away it'll alwyas be considered a reference in
my household Ready to begin my loc journey Very informative. I appreciated the stories of
people in the end who have locs and did it using the many techniques. Great pictures to show
you the improvement of locs and step-by-step directions. I would highly recommend this book
for anybody looking for information on creating and maintaining locs!If you would like to gain
some knowledge and so are interested in caring for your natural hair please buy and read this
book. That is one of the most comprehensive books I have read not only with regards to the care
of locs but also in natural hair care. An extremely informative book. As an owner's manual not
only for locs but organic hair generally. I am considering locing my locks and I feel this book has
equipped me with the information needed to get them to done ideal and that my locks is in a
healthy state before I start my journey. I can easily see myself revisiting this book and using it as
a reference guideline for years to come.. I want I had got it then, because it would have
preserved me so very much work and setbacks.. This book is the most complete source of
information on locs that I've ever read. This book helped me to understand and care for my
locks.. It's great! George has come up with information on the annals of locking, the different
methods of locking, DIY instructions, a little bit about the price of maintenance by professionals,
the pros and negatives of different methods, ingredients in common products we use to have a
tendency to our locks, etc, etc, etc.. and lastly, if you simply got locked and feel reduction,
traumatized, discouraged and question what on earth is going on, with your fresh locks at they
mature and grow--this is for you personally. My locs are definately not being perfect, but I do like
them now.
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